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I. INTRODUCTION
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In Brazil, almost all fires are caused by human activities, and for
very different reasons: cleaning pastures, preparation for planting,
removal of excess undergrowth, hand harvesting of cane sugar,
vandalism, etc. Identifying fire occurrence promptly can assist and
minimize the negative impact on the affected area. This article
presents an onboard fuzzy logic approach for identifying and
detecting active fire spots in the Brazilian Amazon forest considering
the separability of fire spectral characteristics.
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Fire spots occur throughout the world, with local
impacts on land use, productivity, evapotranspiration,
biodiversity, etc., and global and regional impacts related
to biochemical, hydrological, and atmospheric processes
[1]. Fire spots are caused mainly by factors such as
climate, vegetation conditions, and human activities,
which are intrinsically related [2]. Fires occurrences in the
Amazon forest are mainly concentrated in the so-called
arc of deforestation, which corresponds to the area of
agricultural expansion. The cultural practice of burning is
related to the traditional method of clearing land for
introduction and/or maintenance of pastures and
agricultural fields [3].
Several initiatives have been taken to improve the
mechanisms for detection of fires [4, 5]. Researches on
this topic are related to remote sensing analysis of satellite
images [6]. The satellite images show information that,
when processed by central monitoring systems, assists in
the identification of fires in uninhabited areas.
For monitoring and modeling of natural phenomena,
the use of satellite images, especially from National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
satellites, aiming at large-scale environmental monitoring,
is of great importance [7]. Satellite data have been widely
used for the process of detection and monitoring of fires,
especially in areas of environmental preservation, tropical
forests, and savannas [8–11], the forests of the Northern
Hemisphere [12, 13], as well as the forests of the
American continent [14] and Mediterranean areas [15].
The main instrument of the satellite, directly related to
remote sensing, is the multispectral sensor. For remote
sensing, the fundamentals are based on electromagnetic
radiation and its interaction with matter properties [16].
This radiation is received by the sensors in analogue or
digital format and used for the processing of relevant
information in pattern recognition processes [16]. The
techniques of multispectral image analysis were developed
to explore the spectral response of various characteristics
in different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The
different characteristics tend to have different responses in
various bands.
The spectral behavior, also called spectral
characteristic of targets, is related to the process of
interaction between the objects and terrestrial features
with incident electromagnetic radiation (EMR) [17]. By
comparing the response pattern of the different
characteristics of the element, one can distinguish it from
other elements, which would not be possible if only the
comparison of the wavelength was considered [17]. The
satellite sensors are sensitive to these differences (in
accordance with each spectrum). For classification of
targets, the algorithms generally use similar procedures
and can be separated into two categories: fixed limits
(thresholds) or contextual methods [18]. The fixed limits
algorithms are generally based on the absolute updated
values and consider a single pixel at a time, while the
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contextual methods are based on statistics compiled by the
pixels in relation to their neighbors [19]. Among the main
projects, one can highlight the Bi-spectral Infra-Red
Detection (BIRD) project developed by Deutschen
Zentrums für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR; German
Aerospace Center) [20], the FOCUS project [21]
presented jointly by DLR and NASA, and the FUEGO
project [38] developed by the European Space Agency
(ESA) led jointly with Ingenierı́a y Servicios
Aeroespaciales (INSA). The BIRD project realizes the
autonomous identification of fire through an artificial
neural network onboard the satellite. This paper presents
an approach for using a fuzzy system for the process of
identifying fire spots suitable for an onboard algorithm to
be embedded in the satellite as an alternative to the
threshold method proposed by Setzer et al. [25].
II. THE PATTERN RECOGNITION PROCESS

The precision and accuracy of a fire detection
algorithm are measured in terms of levels of commission
or omission errors in the location of the detected fire spot
that should be well defined and documented [22]. The
units of a pattern recognition system and their assignments
are described by the following steps [23]:
1) Acquisition of patterns, which can be accomplished
in several ways such as acquisition of signals or images,
acquisition of data collections, etc.
2) Feature extraction in the form of measures,
primitive data extraction, etc.
3) Preprocessing—in some cases, the values of the
features are not directly classified, so a preprocessing
stage must be performed for the classification process.
4) Classification, regression, or descriptions, which
are considered to be the core of a pattern recognition
system.
5) Postprocessing—in some cases, the outputs
generated by the classification unit are not directly used,
and they may require some decoding operation so that the
data can be interpreted.
Selecting patterns in an image is an inherently human
activity, where the process of pattern recognition is
performed from a selection of the information that is
considered significant, according to an expert. From the
extraction of this information, a computational
classification can be performed.
A fuzzy classifier involves a probabilistic approach
and is a robust technique for classification of problems,
because it reiterates rules of an expert system and explores
similarities between spectral signatures of the same class
[24]. Due to these factors, the use of a fuzzy classifier in a
pattern recognition system favors the inclusion of human
reasoning in feature selection and classification for
extracting this information by means of rules in the fuzzy
system.
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III. THE SETZER ALGORITHM

One of the main problems in identifying fire is the
definition of a spectral characteristic that best represents
the pixels of fire. The spectral indices currently considered
were selected due to their own empirical characteristics
[25]. According to Setzer et al. [26], the National Institute
for Space Research (INPE) algorithm for identification of
fire used in the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) NOAA series of satellites (in use
until the end of 2012) remained essentially the same for
25 y. The analysis of pixels is done from their natural
values (digital numbers [DNs]) without converting these
values for temperature or reflectance. The thresholds used
to classify fire pixels are obtained empirically, requiring
only a few annual adjustments to account for the sensor’s
degradation.
These values are affected by the spectral response of
the object, the spatial resolution of the land surface, the
size of objects in the scene, neighbors of the objects, and
other features. DNs are represented by a linear function of
temperature (for the thermal channel) or percentage of the
albedo (the visible channels). The temperature of the
infrared thermal images, which starts at −50◦ C,
corresponds to DN equal to 0, and increases by 0.1
degrees Celsius per DN. Therefore, for any DN, the
corresponding temperature in degrees Celsius is given by:
temperature (◦ C) = (count × 0.1) − 50

(1)

The conversion of values acquired by the sensors in
DNs is required since electromagnetic waves reaching the
sensor are continuous radiation flows [27] and must be
stored so they can be analyzed later. The number of DNs
in a digital image is determined by the number of available
bits [28]. Additionally, one should take into account the
different spectral bands of a sensor to perform data capture
at different exposure times, which results in a necessary
radiometric correction of the data for image analysis. This
is very important for the development of algorithms,
which require consistency in different scenes collected in
varying weather conditions and in different geographic
locations [24]. The method for detection of fires employed
by INPE is based on an unsupervised clustering algorithm
that selects the pixels according to the rule:
RULE 1 If the radiometric temperature from the AVHRR
sensor exceeds 46◦ C, then the occurrence of fire exists at
that pixel [29]. Moreover, detections made above the
oceans are eliminated [26].
The method of the saturation limit (or threshold) of the
mid-infrared channel is based on the knowledge that a
pixel of fire reaches a saturation value when it is fully or
partially occupied by the fire, depending on the size or
temperature of the fire [29].
In simple cases, the images tend to have a bimodal
histogram that can be segmented in two different regions
separated by the pixels having values higher than a preset
value belonging to the scene and the pixels having the
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lower limit [30]. When there is no knowledge about the
spectral characteristics and phenomenology of the
element, other techniques, such as data mining, statistical
analysis, and histograms, can be taken into consideration
for the acquisition of this knowledge. According to De
Souza et al. [31], the regional coverage of the satellite
data, the angles of the target, the observation time, and
spatial resolution of the sensor all affect the process for
detecting fires. In the range between 3 μm and 5 μm,
radiation is either reflected or emitted [32]. Thus, the
region around 3.7 μm of the mid-infrared band from the
AVHRR sensor is particularly complex because it contains
as much information from the electromagnetic spectrum
as reflected radiation [33].
Nevertheless, it is still regarded as the best spectral
range to be used in this sensor for detection of fires [34],
due to the fact that the imaging of fire in this range makes
possible the detection of the fronts of fire and hot spots.
As regards the thermal infrared spectral range, including
wavelengths between 7 and 15 μm, emissions tend to
increase after the occurrence of fire, due to the increased
soil temperature, caused by the reduction of
evapotranspiration and the increase in the absorption
coefficient of the surface.
IV. FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH

As a case of study, this paper presents a fuzzy logic
approach for fire detection using AVHRR images from the
NOAA-16 satellite. Images from this satellite were
collected at INPE Reception Station located at the city of
Cachoeira Paulista, Sao Paulo State, Brazil. The study area
refers to the arc of deforestation in the Amazon,
considered due to the high environmental impact in this
region. According to Liu [22], sensor data do not give
accurate estimates of the state-variable values being
monitored and controlled, especially when noise and
disturbances inside or outside the system prevent accurate
observations of its state and not all the parameters
representing the dynamics of the system are known.
In the system, two input variables are considered:
PixelValue, which represents the original pixel value in
DN format, from the mid-infrared band of the AVHRR
sensor; and HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter, which
represents an estimative condition of the overall system.
The housekeeping telemetry is considered to deal with the
problem of reliability of the data generated by the sensor
at the time they were being recorded. The Gaussian
function that represents PixelValue variables is defined as
f (x, σ, c) = exp((−0.5(x − c)2)/σ 2 )

(2)

This function depends on two parameters: σ and c,
listed in order in the vector [sig c] of the following relation
y = gaussmf (x, [sig c])

(3)

The HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter variable is defined
by a triangular function. The triangular curve is a function
of a vector x and depends on three scalar parameters a, b,

Fig. 1. Membership function plot for PixelValue input variable.

and c, as given by
f (x; a, b, c) = {(0, x ≤ a or c ≤ x
(x − a)/(b − a), a ≤ x ≤ b
(c − x)/(c − b), b ≤ x ≤ c)}

(4)

The parameters a and c are located at the base of the
triangle, and the parameter b is located at the apex. They
are defined as
y = trimf (x, [a

b

c])

(5)

Fig. 1 shows the Membership function, which denotes
the membership of an object in a class, for the PixelValue
input variable. This variable represents the raw sensor data
acquired from channel 3A as defined by Setzer et al. [25].
A pixel is considered as a fire pixel when its value is
between [0 to 450]. Due to the intrinsic nature of this
approach, to define this range empirically, a Gaussian
function was selected to represent these variables. The
semantic values defined to represent how a pixel value can
be classified were:
1) Weak—This means that the pixel value is weak, or
not intense. Its range is between [0 to 450], according to
Setzer’s algorithm, and its parameters for Gaussian
function are sig c = [67.5 0], where b = 67.5, and c = 0,
as represented in
y = gaussmf (x, [67.5

0])

(6)

2) Good—This means that the pixel value is
reasonable, or neither intense nor weak. Its range is also
between [0 to 450]. Its parameters for Gaussian function
are [67.5 225], where b = 67.5, and c = 225, as
represented in
y = gaussmf (x, [67.5

225])

(7)

3) Excellent—This means that the pixel value is very
high or intense. Its range is also between [0 to 450], and its
parameters for Gaussian function are [67.5 450], where b
= 67.5, and c = 450, as represented in
y = gaussmf (x, [67.5

450])

(8)

Fig. 2 shows the Membership function for the
HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter input variable. This
variable represents the general state of the onboard
computer, where data are loaded. It is important in a
real-time system to monitor the status of the high-priority
parameter, especially due to the fact that the computer is
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TABLE I
Bandwidth for the Channels on NOAA/AVHRR Sensor

Fig. 2. Membership function plot for
HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter input variable.

Channels

Spectral Bands (μm)

1 (Visible)
2 (Near Infrared)
3B (Mid-Infrared)
4 (Thermal Infrared)
5 (Thermal Infrared)

0.560–0.68
0.725–1.10
3.550–3.93
10.300–11.3
11.500–12.5

TABLE II
Samples of Each Channel of AVHRR/NOAA Sensor

Fig. 3. Membership function plot for FirePixel output variable.

running in a critical environment, full of external
hazardous threats. The semantic values defined to
represent how the housekeeping and diagnostic parameters
onboard the satellite can be classified are:
1) Bad—This means that, in general, the satellite
condition indicates that it has some problems that may be
critical to its normal operation, and processing data in such
conditions may affect the final results. Its range is between
[0 1], and its parameters for triangular function are
[−0.4 0 0.4], where a = −0.4, b = 0, and c = 0.4,
represented in
y = trimf (x, [−0.4

0

0.4])

(9)

2) Good—This means that, in general, the satellite
condition indicates that it has some problems, but it is in a
safe state to perform its normal operation, and processing
data in such conditions may not affect the final results. Its
range is between [0 1], and its parameters for triangular
function are [0.1 0.5 0.9], where a = 0.1, b = 0.5, and
c = 0.9, represented in
y = trimf (x, [0.1

0.5

0.9])

(10)

3) Excellent—This means that, in general, satellite
condition indicates that it does not have any problem and
is in a perfect state to perform its normal operation, and
processing data in such conditions will not affect the final
results. Its range is between [0 1], and its parameters for
triangular function are [0.6 1 1.4], where a = 0.6, b = 1,
and c = 1.4, represented in
y = trimf (x, [0.6

1

1.4])

(11)

The output of this fuzzy logic system is the FirePixel
value as shown in Fig. 3.
The fuzzy output variables are defuzzified to yield a
crisp number for output. Semantic representation for this
value is as follows.
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Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel 4

Channel 5

245.65
248.05
243.85
243.55
243.85
243.55
241.75
244.65
245.75
243.05
239.65
237.95
238.25
238.95
239.55
238.55
238.05
237.65
237.55
237.35
237.35

238.45
240.85
236.95
236.55
236.95
236.65
234.95
237.65
238.75
236.25
233.05
231.45
231.75
232.35
232.95
232.05
231.65
231.25
231.15
231.05
231.05

298.95
296.95
298.45
299.45
298.95
298.85
300.15
300.15
299.55
299.55
301.15
302.75
302.75
302.25
301.45
302.05
302.55
302.75
302.95
303.05
302.85

267.55
267.65
267.35
267.35
267.25
267.15
267.05
267.05
267.15
267.05
266.75
266.65
266.85
266.95
266.95
266.85
266.65
266.55
266.45
266.45
266.45

268.55
268.55
268.45
268.35
268.35
268.15
268.05
268.15
268.15
268.05
267.95
267.85
267.95
268.05
268.15
267.95
267.75
267.65
267.65
267.75
267.65

1) Very low—This indicates that the chances of the
output being a fire pixel are very low. Its range is between
[0 1.3], and its parameters for Gaussian function are
[0.195 0.2171], where b = 0.195 and c = 0.2171, as
represented in
y = gaussmf (x, [0.195

0.2171])

(12)

2) Average—This indicates that the chances of the
output being a fire pixel are medium or average. Its range
is between [0 1.3], and its parameters for Gaussian
function are [0.195 0.65], where b = 0.195 and c = 0.65,
as represented in
y = gaussmf (x, [0.195

0.65])

(13)

3) Very high—This indicates that the chances of the
output being a fire pixel are very high. Its range is between
[0 1.3], and its parameters for Gaussian function are
[0.1909 1.04], where b = 0.1909 and c = 1.04, as
represented in
y = gaussmf (x, [0.1909

1.04])

(14)

AVHRR channels are distributed as presented in
Table I. Table II presents samples of each channel from
the AVHRR NOAA sensor. Those data are already
preprocessed and calibrated. As can be noticed from data
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Fig. 4. Plotting sample of each channel.

Fig. 6. Scatterplot of HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter versus
PixelValue versus FuzzyOutput parameters.
TABLE III
Simulations of HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter, as a Categorical
Variable, Varying from 0 to 1

Fig. 5. Rule viewer for proposed fuzzy system for onboard fire
identification process.

analysis of Table II, channels 1 and 2 and channels 4 and 5
are intrinsically related, and applying these data to a
pattern recognition algorithm may cause the problem of
not converging to a correct interpretation. Fig. 4 shows the
probability plot of channels 3, 4, and 5, and as can be
noticed, channels 4 and 5 are not suitable to distinguish
the patterns from the data since they have poor
separability between each other.
Fig. 5 shows a simulation process for input values,
respectively:
1) PixelValue = 280;
2) HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter = 0.5; and
3) FirePixel = 0.78.
The process of defuzzification is to convert the fuzzy
set to a numeric value; i.e., the linguistic variable
representing the output variable shall be converted to a
numeric value [35]. The most common methods for the
process of defuzzification of a fuzzy set in a discrete set
are: the centroid method, the center of maximum method,
and the central maximum average method [36]. The
defuzzification method used for the proposed algorithm
here is the centroid method.
V. RESULTS

Simulations were performed with a database
consisting of 80 sample images, provided by INPE. The
images are from the same area and are related to the
Amazon forest arc of deforestation region, acquired on

PV

HK

FO

PV

HK

FO

PV

HK

FO

298.9
296.9
298.4
299.4
298.9
298.8
300.1
300.1
299.6
299.6
302.7
302.7
301.4
302
302.5
302.7
302.9
303
302.8
298.9
296.9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.559
0.556
0.558
0.559
0.559
0.559
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.564
0.564
0.562
0.563
0.564
0.564
0.564
0.564
0.564
0.559
0.556

298.9
296.9
298.4
299.4
298.9
298.8
300.1
300.1
299.6
299.6
302.7
302.7
301.4
302
302.5
302.7
302.9
303
302.8
298.9
296.9

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65

298.9
296.9
298.4
299.4
298.9
298.8
300.1
300.1
299.6
299.6
302.7
302.7
301.4
302
302.5
302.7
302.9
303
302.8
298.9
296.9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

267.55
267.65
267.35
267.35
267.25
267.15
267.05
267.05
267.15
267.05
266.75
266.65
266.85
266.95
266.95
266.85
266.65
266.55
266.45
266.45
266.45

different days and in different months in 2013. This area
shows an increase of fires during the months from June to
August, as this is the winter period in which droughts
mostly occur in Brazil. According to simulated analysis of
the fuzzy system presented, results show that an
optimization is done under the Setzer’s algorithm to
sustain an onboard satellite algorithm that is able to deal
with the onboard environment. The proposed algorithm
shows an improvement, when considering the parameters
that were not considered in previous studies for the
onboard processing.
Fig. 6 presents the categorical classification of the
PixelValue and the HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter
corresponding to their fuzzy outputs. As can
be noticed, fuzzy outputs are sensitive to
HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter variations, and correct
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TABLE IV
Samples of Each Channel of AVHRR/NOAA Sensor
Image

Description

Fuzzy

INPE

Image_1
Image_2
Image_3
Image_4
Image_5
Image_6
Image_7
Image_8
Image_9
Image_10
Image_11
Image_12
Image_13

2013-08-27 12:42:22,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-08-28 12:30:11,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-08-29 12:18:17,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-05 12:33:10,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-13 12:37:49,NOAA-16N,Lagoa da Confusão,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-14 12:24:05,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-14 12:24:05,NOAA-16N,Lagoa da Confusão,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-15 12:13:05,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-16 12:00:33,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-23 12:16:01,NOAA-16N,Pium,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-09-23 12:16:01,NOAA-16N,Lagoa da Confusão,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-10-25 12:26:22,NOAA-16N,Lagoa da Confusão,TO,Parna do Araguaia
2013-10-26 12:14:59,NOAA-16N,Lagoa da Confusão,TO,Parna do Araguaia

18
24
16
4
9
19
21
18
10
13
51
6
4

10
22
10
1
12
25
17
16
7
11
64
4
3

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 7. Representation of surface area of plotted variables in proposed
fuzzy logic system.

modeling of the real behavior of these variables for the
PixelValue input variable.
As can be noticed from Table III, when
HousekeepingDiagnosticParameter (HK) values vary from
0 to 1, the reliability of the PixelValue (PV) is
compromised, and the fuzzy output (FO) decreases, as
expected. Table IV presents a quantitative assessment of
the improved hit rate using the fuzzy approach in
comparison to INPE’s current method for the classification
of fire pixels. The use of fuzzy logic tends to increase the
hit rate, basically because of the improvement of the
thresholds gained through the Gaussian function for the
pixel value.
Another improvement can be noticed when
considering the Gaussian function to set the pixel value
range for classification of the fire pixel. The thresholds are
smoothed, and limits can better present accurate
information obtained by researchers. The interaction
between the variables shows the following behavior
in Fig. 7.
It can be noted that the limits of the graph are the most
critical areas for the analysis of burned or unburned areas
in the pixel. However, considering the way that fuzzy logic
has been structured, even in these regions, it is possible to
obtain an output that best represents the behavior of the
fire pixels from real data.
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Considering the nature of the data in the onboard
processing and the variables in this environment, fuzzy
logic proved to be suitable for the process of recognizing
patterns in data according to the results that were obtained
in the tests. The noise of the images acquired by the sensor
could be mitigated by the functions of each variable, and
the outcome was optimized when compared to the
algorithm currently used in ground stations.
This is due, primarily, to the way that the fuzzy system
was implemented, taking into account variables that were
not considered in the process described by Setzer et al.
[25]. A fuzzy system can handle the errors produced by
the lack of information of some variables and of the
general condition of an embedded system, mainly due to
factors that are intrinsic to the embedded system, which
cannot be treated at the ground station for the actual
pattern recognition process. The proposed fuzzy method
for identification of active fires proved suitable for this
proposed problem, since the results of the test showed an
improvement in the hit rate compared with the same
images analyzed by Setzer’s algorithm.
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